Translational stimulation: RNA sequence and structure requirements for binding of Com protein.
Translation of the bacteriophage Mu mom gene is positively regulated by the phage Com protein. We report here that purified Com protein specifically stimulates mom gene expression in vitro. Furthermore, Com is shown to bind a site in the mom translational initiation region (TIR) in a sequence-specific manner. In vitro RNA footprint experiments have been used to define the Com-binding site and to study mRNA secondary structure in the mom TIR. Com binding is shown to correlate with a conformational change in the mom TIR both in vivo and in vitro. The role of secondary structure was further examined by testing the effects of mutations in the TIR on translation and stimulation. The results support a model for translational stimulation in which Com binding induces a conformational change in the mom mRNA, thereby enhancing ribosome binding.